
 
 

 

JOB: Lead Data Engineer (Ref. No. 0179) 
LOCATION:  Anywhere 
AVAILABILITY: Full-time 
 
WHO WE ARE: 
 
Lean Street Company  is a high-touch tech consulting agency founded on the idea of eliminating 
waste in product development and creating a process that supports rapid innovation.   
 
We are hard-working, extremely passionate about technology, provide complete transparency and 
understand how to best collaborate with other teams and businesses.  
 
Our talent is gathered from around the world. To be part of the Lean Street team you have to be 
more than a top-notch developer - You have to be passionate,  assertive in communication, able 
and eager to walk a mile in the client’s and user’s shoes, and advocate on their behalf. We 
encourage lifestyle employment where we offer flexible work schedule as long as you get the job 
done.   
 
REQUIREMENTS: 
 
We are looking for a Data Engineer to join our client’s project, where you will be the subject matter 
expert in creating and maintaining a data pipeline (including ETL, databases and load balancing). 
 
RESPONSIBILITIES: 

+ Building and deploying production code to our data engineering systems 
+ Make architecture decisions for our data platforms 
+ Function as tech lead in the agile planning and development process 
+ Build and maintain social media APIs for marketing and attribution 
+ Build and manage ETL processing that is efficient as to not strain resources 
+ Write queries for massive databases and integrate into production 

 
REQUIRED SKILLS: 

+ 5+ years as a Data Engineer, ETL engineer or Software Engineer 
+ 2+ years working specifically in ETL (we use AWS Glue, Redshift), stream data, data 

warehousing or machine learning type work 
+ 2+ years working with python 
+ Experience with load balancing 
+ Heavy SQL experience 
+ Heavy Apache Spark experience 
+ Track record of delivering scalable data solutions in production engineering environments 

 



 
 

 

BONUS SKILLS: 
+ Experience producing data sets from analytics for search and other real time consumer 

services 
+ Ad Network experience (Facebook Market, Google Analytics) 
+ Knowledge of modeling and/or algorithms 

 
CONTACT: jobs@leanst.com  - Please quote job No. 0179 when applying.  
We look forward to hearing from you! 
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